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Project: Concrete Application of
Access Concepts
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Figure 1. Bottom-up Design
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tion on a report. Inputs are the raw

2009 Access columns to create a table

Patricia Cox has taught Excel and

data that we want to store in tables.

design for our budget database. If you

Access to management accounting

Processes are the calculations that we

have time and interest, you can do some

students and other college majors

perform against the raw data to get

preliminary work and compare your

and has consulted with local area

our outputs.

design to the one that I create. There

businesses to create database

isn’t a single correct answer here—just

reporting systems since 1998. She is
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some designs that will work more

also a member of IMA’s Greater

Next month the column will cover table

effectively.

Milwaukee Chapter. To send Patricia

design and relationship. We will analyze

I look forward to our work together.

a question to address in the Access

the reports covered in the Excel Master

Again, thank you for all your questions

column, e-mail her at

Budget series and use the April and May

over the last two years. SF

kathrynmann@tds.net.
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